Be it Enacted by the People of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. FAIR AND JUST TAX SYSTEM. TAXPAYERS ARE ENTITLED TO A FAIR AND JUST TAX SYSTEM. THE GOAL IS THAT, TO THE EXTENT PRACTICABLE, ALL TAXPAYERS SHOULD PAY SIMILAR PERCENTAGES OF THEIR INCOME IN TOTAL TAXES. SOME TAXES, SUCH AS SALES TAXES AND PROPERTY TAXES, HAVE A DIS PROPORTIONAL IMPACT ON THOSE WITH LOWER INCOMES. A GRADUATED INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX, WHICH TAXES THOSE WITH GREATER INCOMES AT HIGHER INCREMENTAL RATES, MAKES THE TAX SYSTEM MORE FAIR AND JUST.

SECTION 2. In the constitution of the state of Colorado, section 20 of article X, amend (8)(a) as follows:

(8)(a) Revenue Limits. New or increased transfer tax rates on real property are prohibited. No new state real property tax or local district income tax shall be imposed. Neither an income tax rate increase nor a new state definition of taxable income shall apply before the next tax year. Any income tax rate increase after July 1, 1992 shall also require all taxable net income to be taxed at one rate, excluding refund tax credits or voter-approved tax credits, with no added tax or surcharge.

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 39-22-104, amend (1.7) and (2); and add (1.8) as follows:

39-22-104. Income tax imposed on individuals, estates, and trusts — single rate — legislative declaration — definitions — repeal. (1.7) Except as otherwise provided in section 39-22-627, subject to subsection (2) of this section, with respect to taxable years commencing on or after January 1, 2000, but prior to January 1, 2021, a tax of four and sixty-three one hundredths percent is imposed on the federal taxable income, as determined pursuant to section 63 of the internal revenue code, of every individual, estate, and trust.

(1.8)(a) Except as otherwise provided in section 39-22-627, subject to subsection (2) of this section, with respect to taxable years commencing on or after January 1, 2021, a graduated tax is imposed on federal taxable income, as determined pursuant to section 63 of the internal revenue code, of every individual, estate, and trust, with greater tax rates applying to higher income brackets, and each tax rate applying only to the income bracket for that tax rate, as follows:

(I) FOR FEDERAL TAXABLE Income NOT OVER TWO HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS, THE TAX IS FOUR AND FIFTY-EIGHT ONE-HUNDREDTHS PERCENT;

(II) FOR FEDERAL TAXABLE Income OVER TWO HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS, BUT NOT OVER FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS, THE TAX IS (A) ELEVEN THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS PLUS (B) SEVEN AND ONE-QUARTER PERCENT OF THE AMOUNT OVER TWO HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS;
(III) For federal taxable income over five hundred thousand dollars, but not over one million dollars, the tax is (a) twenty-nine thousand five hundred seventy-five dollars plus (b) eight and one-half percent of the amount over five hundred thousand dollars; and

(IV) For federal taxable income over one million dollars, the tax is (a) seventy-two thousand seventy-five dollars plus (b) nine and eighty-five one-hundredths percent of the amount over one million dollars.

(1.8)(b) The income brackets set forth in the above schedule shall be adjusted each income tax year by the percentage change in Colorado personal income. For purposes of this subsection, “Colorado personal income” means the total personal income for Colorado, as defined and officially reported by the bureau of economic analysis in the United States department of commerce, or any successor index.

(1.9) Fair tax review commission – creation – membership – duties - repeal.
(a) On or before July 1, 2029, a Fair Tax Review Commission (the “commission”) shall be created.

(b) The commission shall consist of twenty-five members appointed as follows:

(A) Four nonvoting task force members, one appointment from each office, with relevant experience in economics, budgeting, or tax policy, shall be appointed by:

(A) the director of research of the legislative council;
(B) the director of the office of legislative legal services;
(C) the staff director of the joint budget committee; and
(D) the state auditor.

(B) with input from the speaker of the house of representatives, and the president of the senate, the minority leader of the house of representatives and the minority leader of the senate, the governor shall appoint twenty-one voting members as follows:

(A) a representative of the office of state planning and budgeting;
(B) a representative from the taxation division in the department of revenue;
(C) a representative of the office of economic development;
(D) a representative of the office of the state treasurer;
(E) one member from a state public or private institution of higher education with knowledge of tax policy;
(F) one member from a state public or private institution of higher education with knowledge of economics;
(G) four members representing local government, one from a home rule city or city and county, one from a statutory city, one from a home rule county, and one from a statutory county;
(H) two tax law practitioners who are not employed by a home rule or statutory city or city and county;
(I) two certified public accountants with state and local tax experience who are not employed by a home rule or statutory city or city and county;
(J) two small business owners;
(xii) Two large business owners;
(xiii) One member representing a nonprofit organization with expertise in tax policy; and
(xiv) Two members representing the public at large.
(xv) Members of the fair tax review commission shall serve without compensation.

(xvi) A vacancy occurring in a position shall be filled as soon as possible by the governor in accordance with the limitations specified in paragraph (a)(i)(Subparagraph II of paragraph (b)) of this subsection.

(xvii) In making appointments of voting members to the commission, the governor shall ensure that the membership of the commission includes persons who have experience with or interest in the study areas of the commission as set forth in paragraph (a)(i)(b) of this subsection; persons who reflect the ethnic, cultural, and gender diversity of the state; representation of all areas of the state; and, to the extent practicable, persons with disabilities.

(xviii) Commission members shall seek input from the various departments, offices, or organizations they represent or that they are associated with, if any.

(xix) In order to advance the work of the commission, members shall participate in decision-making, with the understanding that individual votes on commission issues are based on subject matter expertise and do not commit representative or associated entities or organizations to any position or action. Commission members shall adhere to any agreed upon procedural rules and guidelines.

(bh) On or before January 1, 2031, the commission shall report to the governor, the general assembly, and the public on the effects of the rate structure of the state income tax system, and particularly on the effects of such rate structure upon:

(i) State revenue and funding for public services provided by the state;
(ii) The distribution of income among taxpayers; and
(iii) The business climate, the ability of the state to attract and retain business.

The commission’s report shall include recommendations for modifications to the rate structure of the state income tax system contained in this section.

(bii) This subsection (1.9) is repealed effective December 31, 2031.

(2) Prior to the application of the rate of tax prescribed in subsection (1), (1.5), or (1.7), or (1.8) of this section, the federal taxable income shall be modified as provided in subsections (3) and (4) of this section.

SECTION 4. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 24-77-103.3 follows:

24-77-103.3. Voter approved revenue change - use of revenue - accountability. (1) The revenue raised by the taxes imposed pursuant to section 39-22-104(1.8) in excess of the revenue that would be generated in any calendar year by applying the income tax rate that existed as of December 31, 2019, shall constitute a voter approved revenue change and may be collected, kept and spent notwithstanding any other limits in the constitution or other law, at least twenty-five per cent of such
REVENUE SHALL BE APPROPRIATED AND EXPENDED FOR PRE-PRIMARY-12 EDUCATION TO
RECRUIT, RETAIN, AND PAY TEACHERS AND STUDENT SERVICE PROVIDERS, PURSUANT TO THE
PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE ACT OF 1994, ARTICLE 54 OF TITLE 22, COLORADO REVISED
STATUTES, AND FOR CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 17(2) OF ARTICLE 9 OF
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF COLORADO, OR THEIR SUCCESSOR PROVISIONS. THE
TWENTY-FIVE PERCENT SHALL BE USED TO SUPPLEMENT AND NOT SUPPLANT GENERAL FUND
AND STATE EDUCATION FUND APPROPRIATIONS FOR TOTAL PROGRAM FUNDING AND
CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS EXISTING ON THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS SECTION. THE
REMAINDER OF SUCH REVENUE SHALL BE APPROPRIATED AND EXPENDED TO ADDRESS THE
IMPACTS OF A GROWING POPULATION AND A CHANGING ECONOMY. THE FUNDS SHALL BE
APPROPRIATED AND EXPENDED THROUGH CURRENT FUNDING DISTRIBUTIONS. AT LEAST 90% OF
SUCH REVENUE SHALL BE SPENT ON SERVICES FOR COLORADO RESIDENTS AND NOT
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL ESTABLISH A CITIZEN’S OVERSIGHT
COMMITTEE TO ASSURE THAT THE FUNDS ARE SPENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS SECTION. FOR
EACH FISCAL YEAR THAT THE STATE RECEIVES SUCH REVENUE, THE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH OF THE
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL SHALL PREPARE A LEGISLATIVE REPORT THAT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION:

(a) The amount of such revenue that the state received; and

(b) A description of how the funds were expended.

(2) The report required by this section shall be completed by October 15
following a fiscal year in which the state receives such revenue and may be amended
thereafter as necessary. The director of research shall publish and link to the
official web site of the general assembly a copy of the report.